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Final Four Team Practices at University
By: Kevin Coll,
Photo Editor

we are staying at in Clayton.”
The team arrived after
University Athletic Operations
Director, Brian Hoener, had
made the arrangements. Bader
also mentioned that the players’
interest was involved when
they chose the University to
practice. “The campus is close

to where we are staying and that
makes it easy on our players and
coaches.”
The boys from East Lansing
seemed to enjoy the time spent
at the school even though they
were practicing. Star center
and major highlight of the
NCAA tournament, Paul Davis,

St. Louis was the host of this
year’s NCAA Division 1 Final
Four basketball tournament
and the University allowed
championship bound Michigan
State University to use our
facilities for practice.
Many students lined up on
the second floor of the DSAC
to witness MSU practice
for their match-up against
the University of North
Carolina for a spot in the final
championship game at the
Edward Jones Dome.
MSU, who has returned to
the Final Four for the fourth
time in five years, also returned
to the University to prepare for
their run to the championship.
They came in 1999 when the
regional portion of the NCAA
tournament was in St. Louis.
MSU director of basketball
operations, Richard Bader,
explained the return, saying,
“We had been here before
so we decided to comeback
due to the reputation of the
school as well as the facilities
that were available. Another St. Louis was the host city for the Final Four Basketball Tournament this year. The
reason was simply because University gym housed the visiting Michigan State team as they practiced for their
the school is close to the hotel game.

mentions, “I like the feel of the
court and you have a real nice
looking school.”
Assistant
Coach
Mark
Montgomery, who has been with
the team for four years, did not
get to come to the University
last time the Spartans were here
but mentioned, “The school is a
great little place even though it
has considerably less amount
of students than that of MSU.
You guys have been great
and the facilities have been
wonderful. Coach Izzo and I
really appreciate it.”
Coach Montgomery also
spent some time talking about
how the team prepares for a
championship run, especially
when facing a number one
seed that is favored to win.
Montgomery says, “You just
have to know how to get your
players to play the game you
want them too. We watch film
and design certain schemes
to shut the opposing players
down and then we will go into
Saturday’s game playing our
type of basketball.”
Montgomery
spoke
of

See “Basketball” Oil
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New FOCUS Leaders Are Chosen
By: Nicki Burnett,
Reporter

Director of Residential Life.
“They are the ones who make
or break orientation. They are
the ones on the front lines and
they have to have high energy
to be effective.” The FOCUS
leaders’ tasks include organizing
activities and planning events
to keep the incoming freshmen
“focused” on their transition
from their old environment
to “the diverse academic,
intellectual and social culture of
Fontbonne University.” Without
the leadership qualities that
Koehler describes, a FOCUS

leader would not be effective
to the freshmen that will move
in on August 19 to begin their
mandatory orientation.

including a Cardinals game and
a community service project, but
as far as the rest of the schedule
is concerned, “we’re working on
that," says Gill. “The tentative
schedule is subject to change.”

With only five open positions
this year for new FOCUS
leaders, freshmen Dan Koehler
The FOCUS team will
rushed to Student Affairs after
be there through everything for
they had been selected to see if
the new students. In fact, they are
FOCUS leader and junior
he was included on the list.
already holding meetings although
Nikki Giesler is excited to get
Koehler, with relief after
formal training does not begin
started. “Our main goal is to
finding his name among the
until about a week before orienta
introduce and unite incoming
chosen, explains that he “really
tion. Move in day to the first day of
student,” she says. “We are
enjoyed his freshman orientation
classes, the qualified leaders will
holding meetings where we will
and wants to make sure that the
guide the freshman and hopefully
make the schedule.”
incoming freshman have just as
make their transition a smooth
good of an experience, if not
See “FOCUS” on
one. Some of the orientation
a better one.” This is why he
events have already been planned,
page 5
was willing to go through the
extensive process one must
in order to earn this position.
“It took two weeks,” Koehler
says, “to get through all the
interviews, and this was after
we all had put in applications...
Mary Rott
which asked about previous
Ashley Brown
leadership
positions
and
Jenna Grush
current positions too.”
Amanda
Weiterman
One’s leadership ability is
certainly an important aspect
Dan Koehler
of the FOCUS team’s goal.
Alex Cornwell
“Orientation is designed
Jered Gruszka
to welcome and introduce
Kerrie Blaha
all entering students and
Dane Gough
their families to Fontbonne
Lauren Fish
University,”
says
the
University website. “The
Bridget Hopkins
most important part are the
Adam Flores
FOCUS leaders,” says Chris The 2005 FOCUS team consists of 14 students. They are in charge ofplan
Erica Marquart
Gill, Director of Student ning the week of events known as Freshmen Orientation.
Nikki Giesler
Photo by Chris Gill
Activities
and
Assistant

2005 FOCUS
Leaders
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Thefts, Strangers
White Smoke Excites Crowd,
Signals Choosing of New Pope Cause Public Safety
By: Scott Kurtz,
Concerns on Campus
elect by majority. Another rule
pontificem,” meaning “I elect
Layout Editor
Viva il Papa! Long live the
Pope! Long live Pope Benedict
XVI! After just two days of
voting, on April 19 the Cardinal
Conclave finally elected a
new pope, Cardinal Joseph
Ratzenberg of Germany, the
first German pope since the 11 th
Century. Most would believe
that the papal elections are a
long process, but it actually
takes a week or less to elect a
new pope.
The whole process begins
when the ruling pope, previously
John Paul II, dies in office. The
Cardinal Camerlengo, currently
Cardinal Eduardo Martinez
Somalo, verifies the death of
the pope and then has a death
certificate written, seals the
pope’s living quarters, and
arranges for the papal seal to be
broken. A bell in the Vatican
is rung, signaling that a new
pope is needed. The Cardinal
Camerlengo
then
makes
preparations for the funeral and
the nine days of mourning.
After the mourning period is
over, the Cardinal Camerlengo
calls in the College of Cardinals
for an Electoral Conclave. Each
Cardinal takes a seat in the
Sistine Chapel after swearing an
oath not to disclose any secrets
the Conclave discusses during
the elections.
If a Cardinal
goes against this oath, they can
be excommunicated from the
church, the heaviest penalty the
Catholic Church can impose on
its members and followers. After
the Cardinals have taken their
seats, they take a paper ballot
that has “Eligo in summum

as supreme Pontiff,” written on
it. Each Cardinal writes down
a name on their ballot and folds
it, then walks up to the altar
which has a chalice on it. The
Cardinals hold their ballots up to
show that they have voted, and
place the ballots in the chalice.
When all the votes are in, the
Cardinal Camerlengo and three
assistants count the votes. They
read aloud the names, mark
them down on a tally sheet, and
pass them to an assistant who
runs a needle and thread through
the center of each ballot to keep
them together. The ballots are
then burned in a special chimney
along with any notes made. If
black smoke is seen, then a
new pope has not been elected,
and the process is done again
the next day. Most conclaves
take less than a week, and no
conclave has taken more than
five days in over 200 years. But
if a new pope has been decided
upon, the ballots and notes are
burned with special chemicals
to make the smoke turn white.
The old method was to bum the
ballots and notes with wet straw.
One very recent change made to
this ritual was that the bells of
St. Peter’s Basilica were to be
rung along with the smoke when
the new pope was elected. This
was done to avoid any confusion
about what color the smoke is.
For a Cardinal to be elected
pope, he must receive at least
a two-thirds majority of the
votes. If a certain number of
ballots have been cast without
an election of a new pope, then
new rules created by Pope John
Paul II allow the Cardinals to

Letter to the Editor
There was an article in the
April Fontbanner about the hot
water in St. Joe. This article
is a little unfair to the physical
plant, due to the fact that no
one made an attempt to discuss
this with anyone other than the
students. The article mentioned
this is an ongoing problem,
which still is not resolved. If it
was not working correctly, the
phone would be ringing off the
hook from student calls and this
isn’t the case. We respond to all
work requests, whether they are
submitted in writing or phoned
in and take care of the problem
as soon as we can. If we are not
aware that there is a problem, we
cannot fix it. Morning rounds are

made everyday to all mechanical
rooms in all of the buildings to
help prevent potential problems
before they can happen.
Occasional equipment failures
do occur- and that is beyond
our control. We do our best to
respond promptly to problems in
the dorms and other buildings.
All student requests go through
the Student Affairs office and
are forwarded to the Physical
Plant. 1 talked to Carla Hickman
this morning and she said they
have not recently received any
calls about hot water problems
in St. Joe.
Brent

Correction

In the April edition of the Fontbanner, Professor
Steven Stopke was incorrectly identified as being a
Jewish professor.

is that Cardinals of the age of
80 or older cannot be elected,
as they are more likely to die
sooner than Cardinals under that
age.
Once a Cardinal has received
enough votes, the Dean of the
College of Cardinals asks the
elected if he accepts becoming
pope. Ifhe does, he must choose
a papal name. When accepting
the election, the Cardinal
becomes Pontifex Maximus, the
Holy Roman Pontiff, and dresses
in the Pontifical white soutane
and skull cap. The Cardinals
then swear obedience to the
new pope, and the Proto-Deacon
of the College of Cardinals,
currently Cardinal
Medina
Estevez, steps onto the main
balcony and declares “Habemus
Papam,” meaning “We have
a Pope,” and tells the waiting
crowd who has been chosen and
what name he will take. The
new pope then steps out onto
the balcony and delivers the
Apostolic blessing to Rome and
the rest of the world.

By: Chris Hamlett,
News Editor
The University has been in a
state ofhigh security due to recent
thefts and sightings of people
on campus being described as
“strange.” According to Director
of Public Safety Bob Kraeuchi,
there have not been as many
thefts as there have been people
in places that they should not
have been. Kraeuchi states that
there have been instances when
a person has been observed
leaving offices that have been
locked. In one case, a University
staff member noticed a person
in her office and following him
out of the building and down the
street for a short distance. All of
these incidents have taken place
in the Science Building, the East
Building, and Ryan Hall.
Currently it is believed that
there is only one individual
involved in these sightings.
Kraeuchi states that after the
subject was last seen leaving
campus, he does not believe
he has returned.
According
to Kraeuchi, at this time there
is little concern of this being a

dangerous individual. He also
says that there has been no
indication of the subject being
armed. “Our only concern is
how the person would react if
cornered,” he says. He went on
to add that after every sighting
the Clayton Police Department
has been notified.
Police and University officials
are currently on the look out
for the suspect, described as
a slender, clean-shaven, black
male, approximately five foot ten
inches tall, and is not believed
to be a student. The man is
reportedly driving a 1995 white
Oldsmobile.
Kraeuchi says that these events
are nothing new, however.
“Things like this happen every
year,” he says. “Fontbonne is no
different from any other school
when it comes to safety issues.”
He says that typically after these
incidents occur and the suspect
realizes he is being seen, he
will move on. Kraeuchi’s goal
is to drive the man off campus
and keep students and faculty
members safe.

CHILDCARE WANTED
Part time, for Clayton family with 3 children, ages
12, 5, 5 (two boys, one girl.) Hours very flexible
(afternoons, evenings, weekends.) Opportunity for
summer travel.
Please call 314 7218563 or fax response 314 862
6575.

Salaries, Equipment, Renovations
Raise Tuition Costs for Students
By: Kristel Schroeder,
Reporter
Decisions with regard to rising
tuition and the cost of dorms
have been made after comparing
increases made by other colleges
and universities in the area.
Among private institutions, the
University has traditionally been
among the lowest costing school
in St. Louis, and this position has
been maintained for next year.
Expenses such as salaries,
benefits,
equipment,
and
renovations drive up the cost
of tuition. The University also
attempts to achieve higher
quality education with new
faculty and programs that need to
be added and cost more money.
Room cost is affected by utility
payments and upgrades. Board

is mostly a result of what it costs
Ameriserv to prepare meals.
As long as the University faces
growing expenses for such items
as health insurance and salaries,
the Board feels pressure to
increase our costs.
The financial aid budget will
increase next year, not including
what students get in federal
or state grants and loans. The
amount of money needed is
projected to increase in student
aid funds.
The trustees must now approve
the budget developed for next
year. It includes new faculty and
staff positions, increased support
for Student Affairs, continuing
improvements in technology,
and assistance for new sports.
Total fall enrollment grew from

the 2003-2004 school year by
11.1%. Total enrollment for
Fall 2003 was 2,543 and grew
in Fall 2004 to 2,827. Seven
new faculty positions have been
added in 2004 and 2005. In this
school year, tuition and fees
represented 89% of University
income. Fundraising, including
unrestricted gifts, endowment
income, and grants provided
about 4% of the revenue. The
remainder came from other
sources, such as room and board
charges.
All other questions students
may have concerning tuition
can speak with the Admissions
Department or Financial Aid.
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Business Executive Graduating Class Gift Fund Will
Incoming Students
From Washington, Benefit
By: Jami Cale,
Features Editor
D.C. to Speak at
Commencement
By: Sara Adams,
Managing Editor
Seniors are preparing to
graduate in May, but before they
get to throw their caps in the
air and get the heck out of here,
they get to listen to the words
of wisdom and advice from
Gerald S.J. Cassidy, the founder
and chairman of Cassidy and
Associates, a Washington D.C.
government
relations firm.
Cassidy graduated from Villanova
University in Pennsylvania
and Cornell University Law
School in upstate New York.
Before establishing Cassidy
and Associates in 1975, Cassidy
worked as a trial attorney in the
South Florida Migrant Legal
Services Program, as Executive
Director of the Democratic
National Committee’s Party
Reform Commission, and as
General Counsel of the U.S.
State Senate’s Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs.
National Journal has rated
Cassidy and Associates one of
Washington’s top lobbying firms
for years and Forbes magazine
acknowledged Cassidy himself
as No. 52 on the list “The Power
100” in 2000.
His company has lobbied for
several aspects of business. They
assist clients in the agriculture and
food industry to attain marketing
and legislative objectives and
have represented both the media
industry and clients involved in
higher education. They have
supported clients looking to start
U.S. government programs in
the Executive branch through
federal marketing procedures.
They have offered financial
services to security firms,
commercial
banks,
finance
companies, mortgage markets,
insurance
companies,
and
Internet contributors.
In the
issue of health care, Cassidy
and Associates has worked
with hospitals and health care
services across the country.
They are considered a top health
care appropriations firm and
help healthcare services improve
their systems. They assist clients
in dealing with complicated
immigration issues and also help
them present their immigration
concerns to Congress. They also
stand for international interests

in Washington D.C. They help
clients present their cases to
Congress, the White House, and
executive branch departments to
deal with organizations offoreign
countries. Another aspect of
Cassidy and Associates is their
Moscow affiliate, Cassidy and
Associates CIS. This partner
helps Russian companies do
business across their country.
They have several components
to their National Security
practice and are experts when
dealing with natural resource
and environmental issues. They
have backed major corporations
on several projects. They offer
marketing services to technology
clients and have aided in drafting
and
managing
legislation
dealing with international trade.
Finally, they work with state and
local governments, hospitals,
schools, and communities who
are looking for federal funding,
especially in the transportation
and infrastructure businesses.
Some
seniors
feel
conflicted about the choice
of commencement speaker.
Cassidy attended high school
with University President Dr.
Dennis Golden, and many feel
the choice was biased. Students
other than business majors also
felt somewhat disappointed. “It
sounds kind of boring,” says
senior Molly Harris, English
major, suggesting instead that
the University get St. Louis
Post-Dispatch columnist and
local celebrity Bill McClellan
to speak. Senior Jill Bernard,
Business major, is excited
about the chance to hear such
a successful businessman give
encouragement and advice. “I
think it’ll be a great opportunity
to hear a guy who has had so
much success give us some
instruction on how to become
better businesspeople,” says
Bernard. “He was on ‘Forbes
Top 100 List’ and he went to
school with Dr. Golden. 1 think
it’s going to be great.” While
different majors differ on their
opinions of the commencement
speaker, not everyone gets the
chance to hear such a widely
known businessman such as
Cassidy give advice on how to
be successful.

“Continue the Tradition.”
Graduating seniors at the
University might be hearing
this phrase a lot lately, but
when it comes to turning the
tassel, grabbing the degree and
finally getting out of here, this
“tradition” will involve handing
down more than the knowledge
of Courier New and Sparknotes,
com.
Instead, these future alumni
have the opportunity to give
back a little cash...in the form
of scholarships, that is, and it all
comes down to a new program
called The Graduating Class
Gift Fund.
According to Maggie Gunn
F owler, DirectorofDevelopment,
the University recognized a need
for more student participation
and support almost two years
ago.
New projects were
proposed, one of the first being a
Graduating Class Gift program.
After reports of universities and
colleges throughout the nation
having success with similar
programs, the Advancement
staff made the decision to launch
a pilot program, beginning with
2005 May/summer graduating
seniors.
The Graduating Class Gift
Fund asks students to make
a four-year loyalty pledge.
Those involved pay only 25
dollars or more per year, with
their first payment due in June

of 2006. Their donation will
help to provide scholarships
and financial aid, ensuring the
benefits of their education to
future classes.
“There is presently about a
$6,000 gap between tuition and
the actual cost of educating even
onestudent,”Fowlersays. “Even
if a student has paid full tuition
with no financial aid, donors
- mainly alumni - have made up
the approximate $24,000 in cost
over the past four years.”
Fowler and her associates
are hopeful that seniors will
encourage each other to make
their pledge, allowing a chance
for incoming students to share
the same unique experiences
that the University provides. Joe
Seeley, a senior representative of
the program, agrees.
“If I wasn’t given the
scholarships I received as an
incoming freshman, I wouldn’t
have been able to come here at
all,” Seeley says. “Fontbonne is
such a welcoming community,
and it has given me so much, in
and outside of class. Looking
back on it after four years,
it’s hard to imagine myself
anywhere else, and I want to be
able to pass that on.”
With the first payment due
a year from now, each student
will most likely be gainfully
employed, passing on their gift
without any financial stress. If
the University follows in the

steps of other schools, each
successive class will build a
greater gift than the last.
“Every student that I have
worked with has said that the
biggest advantage is that it gives
them a way to give back to
Fontbonne and to help students
following them,” Fowler says.
“Not one student realized the
gap between what they pay in
tuition and the real cost of their
education. Nor did they give any
thought to the fact that present
alumni have been making up the
difference.”
In the future, she and the rest
of the Advancement staff hope to
see the continual support of each
class lead to the development
of their own Class Endowment
Fund. The University has great
confidence in their “pioneers,”
and they will continue to work on
increasing alumni participation.
By donating to their class
gift, graduates will receive
free admission to the Reunion
Weekend, recognition in the
commencement program and the
annual Honor Roll of Donors,
and a leather-bound portfolio.
Look to sign up for this program
at designated campus events,
by applying online, or in the
Development Office in Ryan
201.
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Students Rock the
FISH Plans Service Trip For
Mic’ at Karaoke Night Students Over Summer Break

By: Nicki Burnett,
Reporter

The seemingly shy students
wandered into the well lit DSAC
Caf’ on Thursday, March 31, for
a night of song, dance, free food,
and laughter at FAB’s annual
Karaoke Night.
Participants
competed for first prize: fifty
dollars. Second place took thirty
dollars, third place was awarded
twenty dollars and fourth place
took home ten dollars. The key
to winning, as the contestants
soon figured out, was impressing
FAB members Andrea Gabrish,
junior, and Ashley Brown,
freshman, who sat in as judges.
Students were bashful at first,
hesitating to sign up for an
opportunity, but after sophomore
Lorenta Swearengen’s opening
act of Vanessa Carlton’s “One
Thousand Miles,” which won
him first place, nobody was afraid
to take the stage. “I was going
to sing some Casey and JoJo,”
says Swearengen, “but I just felt
this,” referring to his dramatic,
award winning act which had
the audience screaming with
laughter as he danced and used
his “money makin” voice in a
way no one has ever heard.
A duet performing Madonna’s
“Like a Virgin,” disappeared after
their debut which disqualified
them for any cash prize. But
it certainly did not disqualify

them for any free food. As the
competition
trickled away,
the more spirited participants
were encouraged to sing louder
and get wilder. Jaema Young,
junior, captured the audience
with her beautiful singing voice
that won her second place and
Maxine Lin, junior, took fourth
place with “Goodies.” The
male competitors were the most
aggressive, however. The third
place winner, a male duet, clearly
had threatened Swearengen who
dramatically performed “Kiss
by a Rose” shortly afterward.
One lucky audience member,
Andy Nieters,
sophomore,
was fortunate enough to catch
Swearengen’s t-shirt and hat
after he threw it into the crowd
in moment of passion.
The turnout was ideal for
each student to have a chance at
rockin’ the microphone. Anyone
who attended would agree with
FAB member Gabrish who
says, “It was a good time.” FAB
would also like to remind the
University that on April 28 they
will host a Fiesta in the meadow
complete with salsa dancers and
free lessons. Like karaoke night,
it promises, in the words of FAB
president, Nikki Giesler, “lots of
laughs.”

Congratulations
Graduates!

By: Zach Harper,
Reporter
For many students, the last day
of finals signals the beginning
of a summer break full of
cookouts, lying by the pool,
or other activities that have no
association with school. Some
may even be going on vacation
and traveling to exotic locations.
But for a group of students
at the University, the end of
the academic year is just the
beginning of school activities
in which they plan to partake.
Some members of the Fontbonne
in Service and Humility group,
or FISH, plan on starting out
their summer break by going
on service trips to less-thanexotic places to help those less
fortunate than themselves.
Each year, the Campus
Ministry Office works with
FISH to plan and lead at least
one extended service trip. The
Director of Campus Ministry,
Tony Mravle, is helping the
student organization this year.
In past years, FISH worked with
the poor in rural El Salvador,
inner-city Cincinnati, and the
Jemez Indian Reservation in
New Mexico. This year will be
a little bit different. “For the first
time, FISH has two service trips
going at the same time, due to
popular student interest,” says
Mravle. Both trips are a week
in length, and students filled out
applications to be accepted to
participate. On May 15, a group
of eight FISH members will be
driving to Nazareth Farm, West
Virginia and another group of
three will be driving to a site in
Kentucky. Both will be doing
home repair in poor areas of
the foothills of the Appalachian
Mountains. “These locations
were chosen due to high student
interest in doing home repair
and manual labor projects,” says

Nick Morris and Meghan Mueller, Assistant Director of Campus Ministry,
work on a home in East St. Louis for FISH’s Urban Plunge Service Retreat.
Photo by Kevin Coll

Mravle.
Many times FISH activities
are associated with Campus
Ministry, but FISH is officially
a student organization that
is sponsored by the campus
ministers. FISH student board
members are responsible for
choosing service sites and
coordinating the projects. FISH
coordinates all of the service
opportunities throughout the
year. In addition to these trips,
they sponsor monthly Service
Saturdays and an Urban Plunge
Service Retreat in St. Louis. The
students who participate in these
events and trips are involved
mostly because of their desire to
help others. “The reason I like
going on service trips is because
I love helping people,” says
sophomore Betsy Berger. “One
person can do a lot, but service
trips are especially fun because a
group can do a whole lot more.”
The goal is spiritual and
personal growth through an

experience
of community,
simplicity, true humility, and
living the life of the poor. The
daily schedule during the trip
includes morning prayer, time
for service, community meals,
nightly reflection, journaling,
discussion, and prayer. As part
of living a simple lifestyle, they
agree to give up all telephones,
television, movies, computers,
internet access, email, audio
tapes, compact discs, video
games, and basically any other
luxury for the duration of the
trip. Not having certain items
may seem undesirable to some,
but the students who are going
are not concerned.
“While the physical service
that we provide is important and
fulfilling,” says Mravle. “We
believe that the more lasting
change will occur in ourselves
and we will become different

“FISH” continued on
page 12.

Students Are Asked For Input Concerning New Dorm
By: Zach Harper,
Reporter
Rumors have been circulating
around the University for
months about the possibility of a
new dormitory being built in the
near future. For many residents
on campus, this would be a
dream come true. Recently, the
dream has taken a step towards
becoming a reality. For a week
in mid-March, the University
held a series of focus groups
to delve into what students
wanted in a new dorm building.
The meetings were held at
different times for different
types of students. Not only were
residents interviewed, but also
commuters. During the focus
group meetings, a third-party
interviewer asked students to
be as honest as possible without
fear of retaliation from the
University for saying negative

things, reassuring them that all
of their comments would be kept
anonymous.
The first issue brought up
was the cost of living in a new
building, a major concern
for most of the students who
partook in the interview. After
a group discussion, it was voted
upon and discovered that most
students would not be willing to
pay much more than the current
price of room and board in order
to live in a newer building.
Special questions were designed
for commuters to try and discover
what would entice them enough
to want to live on campus. For
the most part, commuters agreed
with the current residents, saying
they would not be willing to pay
more than the current cost of
living on campus.
The next question posed to
the groups was whether or not

it was important to have the
new building on campus or if
students would want to live in a
University building off campus.
It was revealed to the groups
that a new building, if built on
campus, would most likely be
erected opposite of the Fine Arts
building, on the other side of
the back parking lot. St. Joseph
Hall would be tom down and
a large parking lot would exist
between the Fine Arts Building
and the new dorm. After another
discussion and vote, the students
were split. Some expressed that
they would want a new building
to be on campus because of
convenience, while others said
that living off campus in a
University building would be
ideal. Afterwards, it was decided
that it would be a novel idea to
have an off campus building
with a running shuttle to and

from the University, much like
the shuttle that runs to and from
the commuter parking lot.
Other issues discussed during
the interviews were floor plans
and room designs. The students
who were in attendance were
given a variety of floor plans to
examine and told to choose their
favorite. Many were under the
impression that the new building
would be built for freshmen.
That may or may not be the case,
but they were shocked at how
nice the room designs looked
compared to current rooms on
campus. Another observation
was that none of the room
designs displayed communal
baths.
The
interviewer
explained to the group that no
university builds dormitories
with communal baths anymore.
This revelation struck up a
series of emotional comments

and new ideas from some of the
students in attendance. “I think
that if there are no communal
baths on campus at all, the new
building should be built for
upper-classmen and freshmen
should have to live in Medaille,”
expressed
an
anonymous
student.
Another added, “Living in a
more desired building should be a
right of passage, and if everyone
wants to live in the new building
the people who have been here
longest should be able to have
the first opportunity.”
When the focus groups ended,
students had mixed reactions. “I
don’t think that a new building
will be in place until I’m long
gone from here,” said one

See “Dorm”
continued on page 6.
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Men’s Tennis Team
Former “Wiffleball Gang”
Benefits From Skills
Reminisce of Happier Days
of New Young Players By: Kerrie Blaha,
member and co-founder of the
pleasures.”
By: Bob Rott,
Reporter
The University men’s tennis
team looks to have one of its
best years in history due to some
of the younger players stepping
up in critical matches. The
men’s team thrives on battling
for every point within a match
and is full of competitors.
Larry Spears is the tennis
team’s number one singles
player. “Uis strengths to his
game are his ground strokes;
he also knows how to make
his opponent earn every point
they get by working both sides
of the court to his advantage,”
says Head Coach Keith Quigley.
Spears was 5-5 in his matches
this year.
David Doerhoff, junior, is the
number two singles player on the
team. “The thing he does well
on the court is that he is a great
server but where he really excels
is at the net. He can also put a
lot of balls away on long volleys
to get points and eventually
win the match,” Quigley says.
Doerhoff complied a record of
6-4 on the season.
Spears and Doerhoff are the
team’s number one doubles pair.
Their record on the season so far
is 6-5.
Eric Berkley, sophomore, is
the number three singles player
on the team. “Eric has a good
all round game. He has a really
great serve and is a good battler
for those tough points on long
volleys,” Quigley says. Berkley
has a record of 2-4 on the

Sports Editor

season.
Don Tebeau is the team’s
number four singles player.
Even though this is Tebeau’s first
year of playing, he has the best
backhand stroke on the team.
“Tebeau is the John McEnroe on
the team; he is a fiery competitor.
He doesn’t like to lose or have
calls not go his way,” Quigley
says. Tebeau’s record on the
season was 4-4. Berkley and
Tebeau are the team’s number
two doubles pair and their record
for double matches was 3-5.
Alex Cornwell, freshman,
is the team’s number six
singles player. “He is a human
backboard; he gets the ball into
play. He doesn’t beat himself,”
Quigley says. Cornwell has
done pretty well for a rookie,
compiling a record of 4-3. When
he competes in doubles matches,
his partner is Tebeau and their
record is 0-2.
The two remaining players
are Jason Frazier and Jason
Buhlinger, the team’s number
three doubles pair. These two
players work well together.,
“Frazier is good at the net, and
Buhlinger just knows where
to put the ball to win sets and
matches. Buhlinger is also very
dedicated to the game and is
willing to anything to make him
a better player,” Quigley says.
Buhlinger had singles record of
2-1 on the season, while Frazier’s
was 2-3 and their doubles record
was 0-5.

The sun is shining, the weather
is nice, and the meadow has
begun to sprout new grass. It
is a perfect spring day at the
University.
The only thing
missing from this beautiful
picture is the joyous faces that
used to fill such a scene as they
scampered through the meadow
partaking in the all-American
game of wiffleball.
Those
faces, 2004 spring semester’s
“wiffleball gang,” held a special
place in the meadow, as well as
a special place in our hearts. But
where have those once energetic
and optimistic freshmen gone?
Former member of the gang,
Adam
Flores,
sophomore,
reflects upon the good times he
and the group spent together.
“In the course of human
events, it becomes necessary
to evaluate one’s time and
energy expenditure,” he says.
“In these moments of dire
evaluation, some things, such as
the glorious game of wiffleball,
get taken away, though this is
an inevitability of all childhood

The unity of the group first
felt pressure as they experienced
their first summer after two long
semesters of college: their first
summer away from the rest of
the gang. Once classes began
again, the returning members
found themselves overwhelmed
by the demands of more intense
classes and busier schedules.
They began to neglect their
once favorite form of relaxation,
distracted by studies, jobs, and
other organizations. “We found
ourselves no longer basking in
the afternoon sun in the place we
called home (the meadow...of
dreams). Instead, the fluorescent
lighting of afternoon classes
had caused our obsession with
wiffleball to dissipate,” says
Flores.
Some members of the group
allegedly headed in less positive
directions, tempted by partying
and fast women.
“Outside
situations took their toll on the
game. The battle on the field
was diverted to the battle for new
friends and grades,” says Jered
Gruszka, sophomore, former

team. “I miss the frolicking
and the carefree attitudes, when
nothing took precedence over
fun with close friends. I miss
the days when there was nothing
better than the feel of that small,
yellow plastic bat in my hands
and the vision of sending the ball
over the bushes for a homerun.”
The aftermath of the break-up
of the group was too much for
some to bear. Sophomore James
Smeltzer left the University for
another college in Ohio. “After
we lost wiffleball, I lost hope. I
felt there was no longer anything
keeping me at Fontbonne. I had
to move on,” says Smeltzer. After
talks of possible reinstatement
of games, Smeltzer now shows
interest in returning.
Though stories of the gang
still echo through the halls of
St. Joseph, members admit that
what they once shared may
never be again. “It was a special
time in my college experience,
one that I will not soon forget. I
wish we could have those times
back again,” says Gruszka.

“FOCUS,” continued from page 1.
Mary Rott, a “veteran”
FOCUS leader explains that the
activities are the most important
aspect when it comes to uniting
the incoming freshmen. Her
project this year is to “provide
the entertainment for Friday and
Saturday nights.” Some of her
ideas include bringing a mind
reader to stage and hiring a live
band. “One of the main things

are ice breakers,” explains Rott
when asked how her list of
activities will bring freshmen
together. In a new environment
students are sometimes reluctant
to mingle without being told
to do so and are being brought
together in a non-threatening
environment.
“We try to do a lot of our work
as quickly as possible,” says

Rott. This summer the team
will write letters to their future
FOCUS groups introducing
themselves. “My favorite part
is communicating with the
students,” Rott says, which is, as
Gill stated, the most important
part. With the guidance of
the qualified team, the future
students are ensured to “Be In
Like Griffin.”

“Basketball,” from page 1.
“Dorm,” continued from page 4.
student. Realistically, that is
probably the case for many or
all of the studunts currently
attending the University.
Some felt that a new building
would attract more students
to live on campus. “It would
probably stop a lot of people
from leaving campus to live
somewhere else during their

upper-classmen years,” says one
commuter student.
For their participation, students
were given AMC movie gift
certificates and told their input
would be taken into serious
consideration by the chief
decision makers in this process.

playing a number one seed and
how that affects their game plan,
saying, “Playing a number one
seed is nothing new to us. We
have been overlooked throughout
this whole tournament and also
we can beat number one teams
because we have already done it
in the Sweet 16 (beat Duke 7868).”
Many students poured in the
DSAC to see the team practice
and feelings of excitement
filled the air. Freshman Chris

Novak responded, saying, “It’s
really exciting to see a team like
Michigan State practice in your
own backyard. The Final Four
being in St. Louis is cool enough,
but to have a championship
caliber team practice at your
school...well that’s awesome.”
Similar feelings were shared
by freshman Joe Maier, saying,
“It’s awesome that the Final
Four can directly hit a school
like Fontbonne. It’s a real neat
experience.”

The East Lansing Spartans
finished up their practicing
Friday around mid-afternoon
only to lose in the Final Four
game on Saturday, ending
their championship dreams.
The Tar Heels from North
Carolina won the game 87-71.
The final championship game
was Monday, April 4 between
Illinois and North Carolina. The
Tar Heels took the championship
title, 75-70.
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Nissan 300ZX Admired on University Parking Lot
By: Scott Kurtz,
Layout Editor
The
University
parking
lots are no strangers to fast,
expensive and exotic vehicles.
Every day, a student can spot
a wide assortment of cars.
BMWs, Mercedes, Porsches,
Mustangs, Camaros, TransAms, Land Rovers, and on past
occasions, even a Hummer and
a Delorian. But there is one car
on campus that would catch any
student’s eye, and ears for that
matter when it drives by. It’s a
1993 Nissan 300ZX, owned by
Mohammed Alhosni, a junior at
the University.
When Alhosni was asked why
he chose this car, he simply said,
“I love cars. I used to have a
Mustang and an Eclipse, but
the Nissan is the best.” Alhosni
bought the car from a friend
in Boston, who had the work
done to it by RPM, one of the
leading import tuner companies
in the Northeast. But when it
comes to regular maintenance,
Alhosni relies on the mechanics
at Dobbs. “I don’t want to run
the risk of messing something
up,” he says.
Even though the entire car is
something interesting to look at,
Alhosni feels the most unique
features about his car are the
exhaust system and the rims.
“The exhaust system has a
value of over $4,000, and the 18

300ZX runs very smoothly.
“My friend took very good care
of this car when he was using
it. He changed the oil more
often than you are supposed
to, and didn’t drive it in bad
weather,” says Alhosni. He also
plans to race the 300ZX a few
times this summer at Gateway
International’s drag strip against
some of his friends. It will be

Mohammed Alhosni s 1993 Nissan 300ZX, often seen in the University
parking lots, has many features, including a special exhaust system, new
audio system, and dual cold air intake.
Photo by Scott Kurtz

inch rims were made by Diablo
Racing,” he says. “It is very
sporty and eye-catching, and it
attracts a lot of attention.”
The 300ZX has a decent list
of features and modifications
tacked on to it. The interior has
the least amount of work done
to the car, with an audio system
using Bose speakers along with
a Pioneer 12 CD changer and
stereo head unit. The exterior
and performance aspects of the
car, however, are a different
story.
Some of the more
noteworthy performance mods
for the 300ZX are a HKS dual
cold air intake, the previously
mentioned
exhaust
system
made by GReddy, and K&N
filters in the intakes. As for the
exterior mods, the 300ZX has

Now, you can help
those following in
your footsteps.
at
Just

English Professor
Discovers Sabbatical
Project in Dumpster

tinted windows, a Stillen body
kit, taillight blackouts Alhosni
created himself, a high-profile
fiberglass spoiler, and a factory
installed T-top roof.
By: Sara Adams,
Currently, Alhosni’s car has
Managing
Editor
a 3.0 liter naturally aspirated
V6 engine under the hood. A I
One may not picture Dr. Ben
naturally aspirated engine is
Moore, mild-mannered English
an engine that does not have a
professor, scaling a dumpster in
turbocharger or a supercharger,
his sensible shoes and Dockers
which boosts a vehicle’s
in search of treasures, but that’s
horsepower
considerably.
exactly what he was doing
Alhosni estimates that the
when he discovered his latest
current horsepower is around
Sabbatical project.
He was
260, but is not entirely sure..
crawling around the dumpster
The engine is attached to a stock
of a house in South City when
five speed manual transmission,
he came upon a manuscript of a
which Alhosni plans to replace
young boy, John Gergen, writing
with a performance one in the
in German and teaching himself
future. And for a car that has
English. Moore has turned this
over 100,000 miles on it, the
discovery into a research project
on an immigration story in the
Soulard area of a family who
were German but had come from
what was Hungary in the early
1900’s. Through official records
such as passenger lists from
ships, citizenship applications,
and census data, Moore has
rebuilt John Gergen’s family
narrative.
Moore sifts through a thick
stack of manila folders crammed
with photocopies of documents
and printouts from the Ellis
Island website. “John and his
family came to the United States
in 1910 according to citizenship
records and met and stayed with
their family that was already
living here,” Moore says. A
twist in the story of John Gergen
is that he and his sister were
adopted once they were here by
his aunt and uncle after his father
died. “And I thought his mother
had died also, but according to
the records she remarried and
Continue the tradition of quality, private education
left them,” he says. Just from
Fontbonne by becoming a pioneer in a new tradition census, immigration, death,
and marriage records, Moore
the Graduating Class Gift Fund.
has pieced together who John
as alumni have supported you, now it's your opportunity
Gergen’s siblings, aunts, uncles,
and even cousins were. These
to help students following you.
are all kept by the city of St.
Louis and the Archdiocese and
through
them the genealogy
For more information,
has been carefully put together.
call Deanna in the development office
All this work has resulted
in correspondence to family
at (314) 889-4712 or
members alive today and a man
check out www.fontbonne.edu/gradgift.
named Marty Rossman, who is
actually related to the Gergen
branch that went to Detroit.
Moore and Rossman have
Learn more. Be more.*
been sharing information via
emails, however Moore is more

GRADUATES
YOU’VE MADE IT!

K Fontbonne University

his first time drag racing with it.
That’s the story behind one
of the most noticeable cars on
campus. So if you are out at
Gateway this summer, keep an
eye out for Alhosni, but don’t
blink, or else you might miss
him.

interested in the cultural aspect
while Rossman wants to learn
about his family history.
Moore has investigated how
this family changed languages
and how that corresponds with
the area in which they lived. He
has made the observation that
they stayed close to one another,
as immigrant families are likely
to do in a country they are
unfamiliar with. The Gergens
were Germans who came from
Hungary (currently Romania)
and city life was fairly new to
them. “They established the
equivalent of small towns within
the parishes,” Moore says. “And
they often worked together,
particularly in the iron industry,
which was big in St Louis at the
time. They really took care of
each other.”
The reason behind why the
Gergen’s and other Germans
migrated to the United States
from Hungary goes back to the
1700’s, when Germans were sent
there to establish German culture
and promote the Catholic church.
They went in as colonists, but
by the 1900’s had become
second-class citizens among
Hungarians, which accounts
for their desire to immigrate to
the U.S. They were pressured
to adopt Hungarian ways and
names, and in most cases did
not have a lot of opportunity for
economic mobility.
Moore’s main concentration
in this Sabbatical project is the
story of an immigrant family
coming to St. Louis and their
culture and language adaptation.
The future of his investigation of
the Gergen family is to involve
students in recording oral
histories of immigrants or people
who remember immigrants.
He hopes this will help others
understand the assortment of
St. Louis backgrounds and
cultures that made our city what
it is today. For those who wish
to give dumpster diving a try,
Moore has this advice: “You’ve
gotta look in a lot of dumpsters
before you find something like
this.”
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Play About the Death Penalty Educates Audiences
By: Lisa Wolk,
Reporter
“Thank you for saving me,”
Ken Cames cries out as the
music intensifies, signaling the
beginning of the end on death
row. Although Cames is only
re-enacting a possible scenario,
his words are real; they are the
“Last Words” of former death
row inmates, used by Cames to
make his solo play.
Cames, who is trying to build
his company, Academic Theatre,
into a multi-person acting troupe,
brought his spoken-word play,
“Last Words” to the University
on April 8. Thirty-five students
and faculty gathered in the Lewis
Room of the Library to witness
a unique event for the campus.
It was unique in that it was
sponsored by a very large group,
and because the play employed
political theatre.
Cames relied on the content
of the play rather than elaborate
stage props to engage the
audience.
Nonetheless, he
did use several key props for
the production. On the left
hand comer of the stage sat
the defining prop, the electric
chair, made even more chilling
by the glow of a red stage light.
A projection screen, on center
stage, became the canvas for a
slideshow filled with the pictures,
names, words, and execution
dates for the prisoners that
Cames used for his production.
A mock prison wall sat on the
right-hand comer, serving as a
reminder for the audience that
death row prisoners live their
final moments in a dark cell.
The production opened with
audio clips of songs, political
speeches and quotes concerned
with capital punishment. Then
came the troubled voice of
Cames, who re-enacted the
words that flashed on the
projection screen.
“Death is the only inescapable,
unavoidable, sure thing. We are
all sentenced to die they day
we are born...Let’s do it,” says
Cames, performing the words
by death row prisoner Gary
Gilmore, who was executed
in 1979.
Cames continued
with a combination of phrases
from death row prisoners—
everything from, “I just want
to pray. Do what you have to
do” (Timothy Gribble, executed
March 15, 2000), to “1 just love
everybody and that’s it” (Jesse
Gutierrez, executed September
16, 1994), and even “I was in
your reformatory schools and
penitentiary, and they created
monsters in there” (David
Long,
executed
December
8, 1999).
Carnes’s words
showed the audience the wide
range of people, intellectually
and spiritually speaking, that
are executed under capital
punishment in the United
States.
After the introduction, Cames
moved on to the second pail,
which consisted of sketches of
the final months for death row

prisoners. Cames followed the
changes in behavior commonly
seen in prisoners as they get
closer to their execution date,
using a fictional character,
Albert L. Peoples.
This
character, as created by Cames,
has been convicted of murder
and sentenced to death. The
audience follows Peoples as
he pleads for forgiveness and
a second chance, although he
has stabbed his victim 33 times
and proceeded to bum the his
house down. Peoples, while one
character, is representational of
the many death row prisoners
and shows the audience that they
think and feel emotions just like
everyone else.
A Ithough the crimes committed
by prisoners may be gruesome
or heartless, Cames illustrated

to the audience that the people
on death row can change and
express regret or sorrow for
their actions.
Furthermore,
Cames attempted to prove to the
audience that some of the people
that are executed under capital
punishment perhaps deserve to
be given life sentences instead.
“When I go to that chair tonight,
I go with love in my heart...and
hope for forgiveness,” Cames
says, in character, during the final
moments of the production.
Before ending the play, the
audience was asked to fill out a
ballot to determine whether or
not the character should be put
to death. Three attendees voted
for the death penalty, while the
remaining 32 audience members
voted for life without parole.
After the play was over, Cames

opened the floor up to discussion,
asking for critiques of the
production, as well as thoughts
about capital punishment. “[The
show was] very powerful,” Tony
Mravle, Director of Campus
Ministry, says.
“It was different than I thought
it was going to be, but it gave
a different perspective on the
death penalty issue,” Victoria
Walker, sophomore, says.
Giving a different perspective
is exactly what Cames wanted
to do with this production,
as he mentioned during the
post-performance
discussion.
Having changed his opinions
about
capital
punishment
himself while writing the play,
Cames encouraged the audience
to take another look at the
issue and maybe rethink their

own opinions. “We are all so
fragmented as human beings,”
Cames says, explaining why
he chose to include so many
different facets and types of
characters in his production.
One
audience
member
commented after the show
that his opinion about capital
punishment changed while
watching “Last Words,” and that
he now considers it to be wrong
in some instances. Several other
audience members declared that
the production strengthened
their views against capital
punishment, giving them more
reasons to be against it than for
it.
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Telling the Truth About the Importance of Hydration
By: Becki Wideman,
Guest Writer
“Don’t drink too much or you
will get water logged.’’ I can
still hear the voice of my grade
school soccer coach repeating
these words to me time and
time again. And how many of
us heard the same nag from our
parents. But as a dietetic student
at the University, I am taught
that we need water to hydrate the
body, especially during physical
exercise, so what gives? The
truth is that drinking fluids is
the best thing for you. Water
plays a major role in many
functions in the body.
New
guidelines were released by
the Institute of Medicine of the
National Academies of Science,
fhe average American needs a
total of 11 cups of water (from
food and liquid) for women
and 16 cups daily for men to
insure optimal health. Athletes
need an additional 6-8 cups
of water to replenish fluids
they lose during events. Not
consuming enough fluids can
cause dehydration which leads
to lowered performance and
heat illness. There are many
recommendations to properly
hydrate yourself. Experts say to
drink:
•
2 hours before a game :
2 cups of water
•
10-15 minutes before a
game : 1/2-21/2 cups of water
•
Every
15
minutes
during a game : 1/2-1/4 cups of

water
suggestions that might help to get
Cottage cheese and shrimp are
fruit juice can make a huge
•
After a game : 2 cups
you closer to that magic number.
70-79% water. Another idea is
difference.
for every lb. lost
Studies show that getting the
to bring a water bottle to class.
Just remember “the simple
I was curious to see if our
recommended amount of water
Chances are if it’s there, you will
truth” the next time that you
Fontbonne Griffins were getting
is what will benefit you and is
drink it. If water doesn’t taste
try to reconsider that last drink
the proper amount of water, and
not restricted to just liquid form.
good to you, there are some
because of the dreaded “water
the results were promising. On
For example, skim milk and
great new products like Crystal
logging.”
average, the Men’s Basketball
strawberries are 90-99% water.
Lite. Even simply diluting your
team
seems
to
drink
the
suggested
two
cups prior to the
game and they
are getting fluids
about every 15
minutes.However,
the overall intake
is a little low at
about 5-6 cups
total versus the 1012 cups that they
probably
need
from start to finish
of the game. Also,
consideration
needs to be taken
as to whether the
athletes consumed
Ten bucks. One hour. Unlimited video game play. That’s a powerful combination.
the recommended
e kv
That’s Dave & Buster’s® Power Hour? Pick your 60 minutes of power between
daily amount of
water on a regular
4:30pm and 7:00pm, weekdays. Eat. Drink. Play. Play. Play.
* (•
basis.
Failing
to meet these
requirements
could affect their
performance.
You may be
thinking, “If I
drink that much
(314) 209-8015
I will float way.”
Recess Is Calling
Here are some

what

power?

(How’s $10 sound?)

D&B

1-70 at Earth City Exp
in Riverport

The Power Hour™ period is active between the hours of 4:30pm to 7pm Monday - Friday. Your Power Hour™ begins after the first use of your card for
60 consecutive minutes or until 7pm, whichever occurs first. Offer good for video game play only and can end without notice.

Spring Production of Williams’ Play Impresses Audiences
By: Lisa Wolk,
Reporter
Daniel Lanier begins to strum
a soft tune on his acoustic guitar
and the lights slowly move to the
front of the stage. It is opening
night for “The Rose Tattoo,”
by Tennessee Williams, the
University’s spring production.
The stage shines, and so do the
talented actors and actresses that
make it come to life.
The stage, a cross-section of
two rooms in a house, is well
designed and very intricate. The
Set Design team, headed by
Lanier and Rory Lipede, did a
beautiful job crafting the set, and
their attention to detail is well
spotted by the audience. The
living room to the audience’s
right consists of a simple antique
loveseat, small bookshelf, coffee
table, a small dresser on the
left and statue of Mary with a
candle. The kitchenette is to the
audience’s left and is decorated
with a small table with a sewing
machine on top, and a large
open curio cabinet filled with
dishes and the like. A half flight
of stairs and curtain separate the
two areas.
The stage is lit marvelously
with several different colored
lights at any given time. The
lighting, headed by Mike
Sullivan and Emma Evans, is a

key component of the play and
never fails to be accurate, timely
and most of all, realistic. Even
a candle lit on stage emits a soft
glow, giving the room a quiet
ambiance. The lighting also sets
off the costumes the actors and
actresses are wearing. Headed
by Anne Cailteaux, the Costume
Design team never falls short
of what is to be expected from
a professional play and the
costumes are consistent with the
time period.
The first three scenes are set
in 1947, in an Italian-American
neighborhood in Louisiana.
Rosario Della Rose, a truck
driver, is killed, leaving his
wife Serafina alone to raise their
daughter Rosa. The play opens
with Serafina, played by Sarah
Cannon, learning the news that
her husband has been killed,
going into a hysterical fit of rage,
sadness, and fear. Cannon plays
this part wonderfully and shows
emotion true to life. During the
remainder of the play, Serafina
goes into a deep depression,
forgetting to get dressed every
day and losing contact with the
outside world. Serafina attempts
to hold her daughter Rosa, played
by Rory Lipede, from outside
contact as well, by Rosa refuses
to comply. Serafina even goes so

far as to lock Rosa’s graduation
dress in the closet so she cannot
go. Tragedy is averted however,
when Rosa is saved by her
teacher, who convinces Serafina
to unlock the closet.
Serafina also fails to keep
Rosa from the outside world
when Rosa meets a handsome
young sailor, Jack, played by
Jake Branch. Rosa and Jack fall
in love, sending Serafina into
another fit. She finds her own
love though, when a truck driver
breaks down near her house.
The truck driver, Alvaro, played
by Michael Orman, resembles
Serafina’s late husband in looks,
but not in intelligence. Alvaro
and Serafina share a tender,
yet comical moment from the
audience’s point of view after
Alvaro gets into a fight with the
man responsible for running his
truck off the road. Alvaro begins
to sob quite loudly and runs
into Serafina’s house to avoid
criticism from the neighbors. “I
always cry after a fight,” Alvaro
says and Serafina returns with “I
always cry when I see someone
crying.” Orman and Cannon act
this scene out very well, with an
excellent showing of emotion.
Their faces even became red
after all the crying, another trueto-life detail that the play carries

out very well.
After their first encounter,
Serafina encourages Alvaro
to stop by when he is in the
neighborhood,
and
Alvaro
delightfully agrees to do so.
Serafina and Alvaro get in to
an argument, though and things
begin to fly, literally. Serafina
throws down her wine glass
after discovering that Alvaro
copied her late husband’s
tattoo in an attempt to gain her
affections, and the sound of
real broken glass saturates the
theater. Serafina also chases
Alvaro around the room with a
broom, and shouts of confusion
and anger result. Serafina and
Alvaro calm down though,
and re-form their friendship.
Serafina also forgives Alvaro of
his shortcomings and the two
fall in love. The play ends with
Serafina realizing that she has
conceived. As the lights dim
for the final time, the audience
sees Serafina and Alvaro in each
other’s arms, sharing a kiss to
signal that all is well. Lanier
strolls in, playing the final
melody on his guitar as the room
is filled with applause from the
audience.
Overall, the entire play
was extremely effective and
put on very professionally.

Nonetheless, the stage was
cluttered in areas and sometimes
distracting during the dialogue
of the play. Also, since no
microphone system was used, it
was difficult to discern some of
the dialogue, especially for the
characters that used an Italian
accent.
Furthermore, it was
difficult at times to see the action
occurring in the foreground from
the seats in the top rows.
Despite these shortcomings,
the play was a treat to see,
rivaling the quality of St. Louis’s
own Fox Theatre and Muny,
although, sadly, the audience
mainly consisted of family
members of the cast and crew.
The University has a very good
theater program, as witnessed
on Opening Night of “The
Rose Tattoo,” and I personally
recommend that more students
get out and enjoy it.
The play is also entered
in
the
Kennedy
Center
American
College Theater
Festival (KCACTF), a national
competition that aims to “identify
and promote quality in college
level
theater
production.”
Winning productions of the
regional competitions will have
a chance to compete in the
national festival that will be held
in spring 2006.
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“Learn More, Be More:” University Slogan is Pondered
By: Steven Dunn,
Reporter
While nearing the end of the
school year, there is a certain
degree of nostalgia that comes
to my mind—not for the work—
but nostalgia for that phrase, that
ever so ambiguous phrase. We’ve
all seen and heard it: Learn
More, Be More. First making its
debut in the Fall of ‘02 with a
radio campaign, the slogan then
found itself on campus posters,
brochures, and
letterheads.
Finally in the spring of ’03, it
became the main theme in the
commercials that we have all
grown to love. Although I must
admit that I myself cannot resist
any of the slogan’s contagious
hopefulness of cashing in
on untapped potential, that
hope is paired with a sense of
impossibility. Because, if indeed
you can be more than what you
are through knowledge, then
that would suggest that what you
were originally was not in truth
what you originally were. The
argument of being more through
learning more is not structured
around whether or not the
butterfly was ever a caterpillar.
It is however, structured around
the perception that just because
the caterpillar was not born
a butterfly, when it actually
became a butterfly, it was
fulfilling some hidden potential.
The point is whether or not the
caterpillar knew or was ignorant

of its metamorphosis; it was
going to happen either way. On
the other hand, the possibility
of someone becoming more is
plausible. For instance, children,
before gaining any knowledge
about themselves and their
relationship to the world, are
innocent. But once they have
come into knowledge about
themselves, the inevitable decay
of their innocence begins its slow
process. As a result they become
more than what they were: they
become rationally inclined. It is
only in the most drastic cases
of human experience were a
change of such great magnitude,
like the loss of innocence, could
cause someone to become more
than what they were. While
interviewing Mark Johnson, the
man who is responsible for the
slogan’s success, the Director
of Public Relations, my hope is
revived in some ways. Johnson
says, “[the slogan] speaks to the
aspirational goals ofour students.
It means we help students find
their personal potential.”
Although the catchphrase,
“Learn more, be more” is used by
the University in a promotional
sense and is intended to be
viewed only within the context
of aspiration, it still deserves a
closer look. When meditating on
those words, “Learn More, be
more,” the slogan reveals itselfas
being a question that is covered

Drinking Milk Can
Help You Achieve
Weight Loss Goals
By: Shreya Rao,
Guest Writer
Although New Year’s is long
over, along with those resolutions
to lose weight and eat healthy,
there’s still time to prepare your
body for a summer at the pool.
What if you could revive those
resolutions without a magic pill
that will help you lose weight
while you sleep, without cutting
carbohydrates out of your diet,
and without eating cabbage soup
for every meal of everyday?
Milk does a body good. In fact,
it does a body great. The latest
research is showing that milk
does more than help promote
healthy teeth and strong bones,
as we were taught in elementary
school. With so many looking Tor
a new fad diet to help lose weight
before summer break, who would
have thought that milk would be
the secret ingredient. Studies
have shown that three glasses
of milk daily, combined with a
balanced diet and exercise, helps
bum fat faster. More specifically,
calcium is the active ingredient
which increases the rate at which
fat is burned. Nearly twice as
much body fat can be lost with
the consumption of milk. Not
only does milk help you take the
pounds off, it has been “linked

to smaller gains in body mass
index.” In other words, milk
can help take weight off, and
possibly keep it off.
In a survey filled out by thirty
University students, when asked
which beverage is preferred
during meal times, on average
70% prefer soda. Approximately
25% of the students surveyed
prefer fruit juices and milk
is preferred among only 5%
of the population surveyed.
Ironically, of those surveyed,
92% responded “yes” to if they
were interested in shedding
some pounds.
You might be thinking to
yourself, “It can’t be that simple.
Where’s the catch?” But there’s
no fine print, no side effects, no
catch. Just 3 cups of milk a day
can mean the difference between
a bikini and a cover-up over
your swim suit this summer.
So the next time you’re at the
Caf’ eating a meal, choose milk
and imagine a lighter, healthier
you. For those daring enough, I
challenge you put down the cola
and instead chug some low fat or
fat free milk and perhaps watch
the extra pounds disappear. Visit
www.2424milk.com for more
information.

in ambiguity—a question with
equally ambiguous answers.
In order for this viewpoint to
be explained, it is necessary
to rethink the previous loss
of innocence analogy given.
Before, it was stated that when
a child loses their innocence, a
sort of transformation as with
the caterpillar takes place,
however, with the caterpillar’s
metamorphosis, the child’s loss
of innocence was an inevitable
event that would have taken
place within the child’s life. Still,
it cannot be said that the child,
right after that pivotal moment
of losing their innocence,
became more than a child. The
particular stages in human life
are not to be used as the chief
component in the defining a
life, it is only the correlation
of each stage should be used
within the premise of providing
a summation of a life in order
to define it. The rising sun and
the setting sun are the same, as it
sets it is not being more than or
less than what it was when it was
rising; it is simply being the sun.
Likewise, in regards to the child,
when they go on to puberty and
then to adulthood they are the
same human, because they are
a human-being, and a human
being is all that they will ever
both do and be.
For both sides of the coin, a
certain degree of referencing,

in an esoteric sense, using
fate, destiny, and the divine
to further validate a particular
viewpoint, though not proving
anything, does help. In looking
at fate, as with destiny, what
someone or something will be
in its completed state is what
it has always been. To suggest
that what you are, is what you
have always been, even before
your own Earthly conception
is not far fetched. For example,
lets say that a 40-something
year old man, after working
for years as a lawyer, abandons
his profession and becomes an
artist. It would not be wrong to
suggest that this particular man
was always been an artist, even
when he was a child, and that
he just did not know it yet. In
understanding that what he was
at heart was hidden from him,
and was destined to be revealed
to him at a certain point in his
life, that does not mean that the
man becomes more than what
he was. A wolf pup is a natural
bom killer. Though the pup may
not realize it yet, the fact of what
it is can still be observed within
its habits, its play, and in its
mannerisms. Because the wolf
pup only needs to learn how to
harness its instincts and not the
instincts themselves, it does not
become more than what it is—a
natural bom killer.
When faced with the possibility

of becoming more than what you
are, what you are intended be—
if that is not yet what you are
already—will take precedence
over the improbability of you
becoming anything other than
what is meant for you to become.
And as a result, the belief that it
can become more than a wolf
does not coincide with what
destiny has deemed it to be. If it
is implied that by learning how
to harness its killer instinct, the
wolf pup is able to become a
skilled killer whereas before it
was a novice, thereby it becomes
more than what it was, the only
thing that will be proven is that
the wolf has merely gone from
one stage to another.
In a way, “learn more, be
more” resembles Shakespeare’s,
“To be or not to be,” except that
with “learn more, be more,” the
“how” of being rather than the
“why” is raised. The hope of
becoming more than what you
are is the shared dream that is
dreamt by the multitude, but the
reality of only being what you
are, is the final fact that is lived
by all. And with that in mind, we
can all rest assure that without
our knowing, we will eventually
make it through the other side
and see that we never really left
home.

New English Department
Professor Finishes First Year
By: Jennifer Johnson,
Guest Writer
As the school year speeds
to a close, Lisa Ampleman
is finishing her first year as a
professor at the University.
Ampleman earned her B.A. in
English from Beloit College in
Beloit, Wisconsin and recently
finished her MFA in Creative
Writing at George Mason
University in Fairfax, Virginia.
She received the Virginia Downs
Award in poetry while a student
there. Her first love is poetry
and she is an associate editor at
River Styx literary magazine in
St. Louis. She teaches Rhetoric
I and Introduction to Literature,
saying that she loves watching
her students struggle with a
challenging poem only to realize
that despite their doubts, they
can understand poetry.
Ampleman was interested
in teaching at a university
level because she likes the
commitment shown by students
and the idea that she could help
them reach certain goals. She
loves the University’s small size
and making direct connections
with her students. A native of
St. Louis, Ampleman was also
familiar with the University,
since her mother was a
graduate.
She admires the poetry of
Gerard Manley Hopkins because

Lisa Ampleman finishes up her first year teaching io the English and
Communications Department at the University.
Photo by Lori Hertlein

of the intensity of sound he
employs through devices and
density. She also enjoys John
Keats, especially “Ode to a
Nightingale” and its strong use
of emotion. Her favorite book
is The Alchemist: A Fable About
Following Your Dream, by
Brazilian author Paul Coehlo.
Some of her poetry explores
the background of the Catholic

culture. She attempts to blend
autobiographical elements of
truth with fiction. Ampleman
belongs to several poetry groups
and writes in her free time. Her
poems have appeared in Folio,
So To Speak, Phoebe, and
Center. She’s also involved at
the Catholic Student Center at
Washington University.
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Fine Art Department Displays Senior Artwork in Show
By: Alexander Tague,
Website/Technology
Editor
With
graduation
steadily
advancing, seniors in every
department prepare, through
many sleepless nights, their
final projects and thesis. Most
departments
display
final
presentations from the senior
class in one evening of speeches
and discussion. However, the
Fine Arts department knows
how to close the year. This year
they are hosting not one, but
three shows, complete with wine
and other appetizers.
The first show, which ran from
April 5th through 14th featured
BA and BFA candidates: Emily
Clingan, Kelly Hayes, Michael
Hoang, Lisa Kuntz, Beth Anne
Martin, Anthony Overkamp,
Joe Samson, Lauren Spencer,
Bonnie Vandeven (Bock), David
Wilhelm, Lindsay Chandler,
Dan Hartmann, Mike Square,
and Tania Papadopoulos. With
so many presenting artists the
gallery had to expand into the
front drawing to accommodate
the plethora of work. Overkamp,
a studio art major, alone
displayed 16 large paintings
that represented a broad range
of ability and stylistic interest.
Most representative of his recent
creative endeavors were three
similar pieces, “Orpheum,”
“Leaners,” and “Lucky Strike,”
that grabbed attention with bright

pinks and greens and held that
attention with beautiful detail
scraping through tom paper and
color. These three paintings
possess more of a modem popmeets-grunge edge, while his
other work embodies more of a
classical ideal through a series
of landscapes entitled “Going
West” and a figurative portrait,
“Coppertone.”
Michael Hoang and Kuntz
brought a different feel to the
show with their digital and mixed
media work. Hoang, a graphics
major, presented several large
pieces that featured many small
arrows forming one large arrow
and other characters entwining
in a helix-like shape. Kunz, on
the other hand, enhanced and
embodied her graphic work with
brushed steel plates, steel frames,
transfers, and transparencies.
Kuntz’s broad range of media
supports her pieces, particularly
her digital images of rust, “Fe
O,” which were mounted on
large plates of steel with physical
holes to match the holes in the
images. Varied media and an
appropriate manipulation of
each media appeared to theme
the show through Overkamps
rough paper transfers, Kuntz’s
steel and illuminated display
of web coding, and Willhelm’s
painting on cardboard.
The second which ran from
April 19th through 30th featured

A photo of one of the many works of art completed by one of the graduating students in the University’s art pro
gram.
Photo complimentary of the Fine Art Department

MA and MFA candidates: Danae
Fuller, Hung-Wei Lee, Chia Ku
Lin, Gwen Oulman Brennan,
Ya Wen Cheng, Barry Sullivan,
and John Woodworth.
This
show presented more of an
even display of paintings and
sculptures. Still the paintings
seemed to grab more attention,
particularly
Woodworth’s
oversized painting, “Unified
Field,” that filled the entire left
wall of the gallery with three
conjoined panels of a deep

oranges and reds. Woodworth’s
pieces capture current themes
of technology and patterns
and repetition through a
combination of transfers and
oils. Berman displays similar
traits of modernity mixed
with a floral feel in here piece
“Contradition.”
The third show, which runs
from May 4 through 14, will
feature MFA candidates: David
Potthast,
Georgia
O’Brien
Purcell, Fran Reither, and Terri

Shay. Due to a conflict between
the press dates of the paper and
the dates of the show, this show
could not be reviewed.
Based the shows that were
viewed, the University is
well represented in the Fine
Arts department by a group
of graduating students who
display a variety of skills and
the knowledge to apply it. The
body of work contained in these
thesis shows certainly warranted
the number of shows and space.

Annual Leadership Banquet Recognizes
Outstanding Student Leaders and Groups
By: Kevin Coll,
Photo Editor
Student
leaders
were
recognized at the 11th annual
Leadership Banquet. Throughout
the year various award shows
grace the television screens with
prestige and splendor. Shows
like the Academy Awards, which
feature the best in Hollywood
within a year, and the Grammys,
which feature the best in music.
The University puts itself in the
mix with its own award show
featuring the best of all the
leaders from the current school
year. The leadership banquet,
which featured many of the
who’s who from all the student
organizations, as well as thenadvisors, did not feature the black
ties and Versace dresses, but there
was still a sense of pride and
excitement to recognise one’s
accomplishments
throughout
the year.
The
Leadership
Banquet
was presented by the Student
Government
Association
and presented awards such
as the Most Outstanding
Student Leader, Senior Leader
Recognition, Most Outstanding
Freshmen Leader, and the Best
Student Organization.
The night started with the
arrival of students, family

members, and faculty and
staff advisors. The dinner was
provided by the Ameriserve staff.
After the food was gone, the
ceremony started not with Chris
Rock as host, but instead SGA
president Melissa Heintz and
SGA advisor Chris Gill. The first
award given was to Best Student
Organization of the Year. After
much anticipation and mock
drum rolls, SGA was announced
the winner. Heintz accepted the
award from University President
Dr. Dennis Golden.
There
was much excitement since it
was the second year that SGA
has won. The next award was
Most Outstanding Freshmen
Leader. There were only two
nominees for this award; Ashley
Brown from the Griffin Girls
and Courtney McDonald from
SEBA. The recipient of the
award was Brown. The last major
award given was that of Most
Outstanding Student Leader,
which holds the equivalent of
Best Actor andActress combined.
The nominees were some best
and brightest of the University
student leader circle. Nominees
consisted of Jill Bernard, senior,
Betsy Berger, freshman, Nikki
Giesler, junior, Lauren Fish,
Mary Stock, and Bill Gossett,
senior. The winner of the award

“Concentration,”
contnued from page
11.

Dr. Dennis Golden presents Nikki Giesler, junior, with the award for Most
Outstanding Student Leader at the 11th Annual Leadership Banquet.
Photo by Kevin Coll

was two-time nominee, Giesler.
This was her first time to take
home the award.
The rest of the night consisted
of jokes and stories told by
Gill and a closing speech
by Dr. Golden. He started
by congratulating the award
winners, but then switched to

announce that the DSAC will be
redesigned to improve campus
life. The plan was voted on
earlier that day by the Board of
Trustees and will feature a more
recreational aspect, including
longer hours and fully installed
Home Theater Entertainment
Center.

3’s today? Omega-3 fatty acids
aid in brain development as
well as help with focusing and
concentration. These essential
fatty acids can be found in
flaxseed, oily fish such as
salmon, and soybeans.
Drink, drink, drink! Water,
that is. Dehydration can lead
to fatigue and problems with
concentration. Drinking plenty
of water during the day will stop
you from becoming dehydrated.
Generally, the more active you
are throughout the day, the more
water you will need. By the
time you feel thirsty, you are
already dehydrated. While water
is best to meet your needs, fruit
juices and milk can also be used
for some of your fluid intake.
Coffee, tea, alcohol and soda are
not good substitutes for water
since they can act as diuretics
and can cause your body to lose
fluids.
By
following
these
recommendations,
you
are
giving your brain the fuel it
needs to work at its very best.
It may just reward you with an
“A” on the next exam.
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Airport Creates Magical Scene for Spring Formal
By: Michelle Tinker,
Advertising Editor
It is easy to get caught up
in the intoxicating music, the
twinkling lights, and the glamour
of a formal dance, but then Dan
Weber runs in and slides across
the dance floor on his knees.
This single act snaps everyone
back into reality as a reminder
that the purpose of this night is
to have some fun and serves as
the exclamation guests needed
to start the night off right. The
2005 “Soaring over St. Louis”
Spring Formal was definitely a
dance to remember. Some will
remember the food, others the
music, still others will remember
the amazing view, and last but
certainly not least are those
people who will not remember
much of anything thanks to a
very accommodating bartender.
Set on the twelfth floor
of the Marriot Renaissance
Hotel overlooking Lambert
International
Airport,
the
formal dance, sponsored by the
Fontbonne Activities Board,
gave students an opportunity
to put away the frustrations of
spring fever and dance the night
away in an enchanted setting.
For $28, University students

Sophomores Angie Schmidt, Betsy Berger, Katie Hoette, and Jenna Grush
were among the many students who attended this year’s Spring Formal
event. The ballroom had a great view of the airport runway so people
could watch the planes take off and land.
Photo by Kevin Coll

were provided with all of
the luxuries of a formal meal
complete with cloth napkins,
china plates, and a view of
the night sky dotted with the
lights of planes departing from
and arriving at the airport. As
students continued to arrive by
the busload, dinner was served
around 8:00 p.m. Guests first
enjoyed dinner salad followed
by a main course of chicken
with brown gravy, garlic mashed

potatoes, green beans, carrots,
and slivered zucchini and yellow
squash topped off with a mouth
watering turtle cheesecake for
dessert.
Each place setting
came complete with a souvenir
“Fontbonne Spring Formal”
glass mug provided by FAB so
that the excitement of the night
could be remembered for years
to come.
After everyone had stuffed
themselves with food and drink,

it was time for the main event. D J
services provided by Complete
Music and the University’s own
David Doerhoff put everyone in
the dancing spirit and reminded
guests of the fond memories of
school dances past with songs
like “Baby Got Back” and “The
Electric Slide.”
Sophomore
Jenna Grush recalls, “I can’t
believe how many people
actually danced the whole
time.
Everyone participating
definitely made for a better
time all around.” Although the
dance floor couldn’t hold all
eighty-five attendees at once,
there was plenty of room in the
spacious ballroom and adjoining
hallway for people to entertain
themselves.
A disco lesson
was provided by Doerhoff
and all forms of dancing were
encouraged and well-received.
Requests for songs were granted
with no reasonable tune turned
down, and Doerhoff provided a
variety of dance-worthy music
throughout the night.
For those who were not in
the dancing mood, the view of
the nearby airport was enough
to entertain for the evening. “I
never would have thought that
having the airport as background

would have been so amazing.
The whole night really exceeded
my expectations in every area,”
says sophomore FAB member
Katie Hoette. Planes taking off
every few minutes combined
with the glitter of the night lights
proved to be a magical setting
that could not go unnoticed, as
well as a picturesque backdrop
for the hundreds of pictures taken
by students and photographers
from Kabance Photos that night.
For those who chose the
Cardinals’ Home Opener or
some other Friday-night event,
pictures of everything you
missed can be found at www.
kabancephoto.com.
These
snapshots can never take the
place of actually being there, but
this way, you get the picture.
So no red carpets, fancy ball
gowns, over-priced flowers,
or limo drivers in funny hats.
University students donot need
all that to have a good time.
Instead, we’ll take movable
wooden dance floors, borrowed
and used dresses, chocolate
flowers on our cheesecake, a
rented school bus, and some of
our own inspiration to make for
an entertaining evening.

Eating Healthier is Found to Improve Concentration
By: Pam Russell,
Guest Writer
Not getting the grades you
want in class? Do you find it
hard to focus during lecture?
Your diet may be to blame.
While I cannot guarantee you
will get straight A’s or that the
lectures will become exciting,
making some changes in your
diet may help you achieve your
academic goals.
The brain has been shown to
grow new brain cells throughout
life. Practicing a healthy
lifestyle can contribute to
overall brain health and can help
with learning, concentration and
memory. How can I achieve
maximum brainpower and make
the grades that will make my
parents happy, you ask? The
following should help.
Eat regular meals. In order
for your brain to perform at
its optimal level, it needs a
consistent supply of glucose,
which is the brain’s major
source of energy. Two-thirds of
the total glucose used each day
in the body is used by the brain.
Skipping meals will cause your
blood sugar level to fall, which in
tum can lead to fatigue and poor
concentration. Eating meals on a
regular basis will also go a long
way towards helping memory
and reasoning. Try eating three
meals a day plus a snack or two.
Make this the semester you eat
all of the meals on your meal
plan.
Balance your meals. Now
that you are eating about 5
times a day, making sure you
are getting enough nutrients is

essential. The best way to get
these nutrients is from your
food, rather than relying on a
supplement. Vitamin B_,12,
found in animal products (meat,
dairy, poultry and eggs) along

with vitamins C and E, which
are found in fruits, vegetables,
wholes grains and nuts, have
been shown to help with short
term memory. Riboflavin and
folate, contained in dairy and

whole grain products, along
with vitamins C and B12, help
with problem solving. Eating a
variety of foods at each meal is
a good way to ensure that your
brain and the rest of your body

are getting all of the nutrients it
needs to function well.
Have you had your Omega-

See “Concentration,”
on page 10.
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“FISH,” continued from page 4.
people.” The experiences are
geared
towards
providing
students with an opportunity to
lend a helping hand to serve a
world in need. “We take time
to discuss and reflect upon the
causes of poverty and how we can
make a difference in the world,”
says Mravle. “Not only through

charity, but in working towards
social justice in addressing these
causes of poverty.”
For the next school year,
Campus Ministry and FISH is
looking into maintaining their
schedule of monthly activities,
an Urban Plunge Service Retreat,
and trips like West Virginia and

welcome to participate in FISH
service
opportunities.
The
easiest way to get involved is to
get on the email list during the
student organization fair at the
beginning of the year. There are
no membership requirements
to be a part of FISH, but they
encourage participation in one

Kentucky over spring break. In
addition, they are researching a
two-week international service
trip to Honduras for the second
part of May 2006.
FISH is always looking for
new members and gladly accepts
anyone who is interested.
All students are invited and

of their activities to decide
whether or not to join. The
Campus Ministry offices are
located in Student Affairs.
People interested in joining
FISH can contact Mravle,
Assistant Campus Minister
Megan Mueller or one of the
FISH members at anytime.

What Happens On Spring Break Stays On Spring Break
By: Kerrie Blaha,
Sports Editor
The semester began as any
other: you got a fresh start in
new classes, you started with
new teachers who did not know
your track record of late papers
and skipping classes, and a few
teachers you had before that do
know this record and you want
to redeem yourself. So, it began

with a positive outlook: you
planned to make it to every
class, tried your hardest on
every assignment, and you did
not slack off.
If you are like any other
college student, you realize by
mid-semester that you have
already failed to live up to
most of your own expectations.
You have been overloaded and

overwhelmed with paper after
paper, quiz after quiz, and you
realize you just are not as perfect
as you had hoped to be. Solution:
You need a break. That’s right;
it’s that beautiful period in the
year we call Spring Break. A
week where you forget about
school, your late assignments,
your irresponsible nature, and
sometimes your morals as you

partake in the type of relaxation
that comes in bottles, cans, and
shot glasses.
Some spring
breakers visit beaches, some
head to the mountains for ski
trips, and some unfortunate few
are left at home.
Students at the University
seemed to be split between those
who partied hard and those who
took it a little easier. They can be
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divided into several categories,
ranging from the most exciting
to the most mundane:
Those who had fun:
Ashley Nottke and her
boyfriend traveled to Runaway
Bay, Jamaica and stayed at a
resort on the beach. Nottke says
“Although we traveled for so
long (fifteen hours on the way
there alone), we had a blast. We
hung out at the bars, watched
crab races, and just had a great
time. I would definitely go
again!”
Exciting:
Senior Jill Bernard and juniors
Sarah Schuler and Todd Schulte
went with three other friends to
Panama City Beach, Florida.
The group rented a van and drove
down, losing a valuable piece of
luggage along the way. “One of
the funniest, most exciting, and
kind of stressful moments came
when we realized Sarah’s huge
suitcase had fallen off of the
roof,” says Bernard. “We had to
pick up all of her clothes from
the side of the highway at three
o’clock in the morning. It was a
moment I will never forget”
Relaxing:
Sophomore Adam Flores also
visited Panama City Beach with
a close friend from high school.
The two hung out in the sand,
met new people, and slept.
“It was a nice getaway,” says
Flores. “I just needed a break
and the beach was the perfect
place to do it.”
Mundane:
Senior Julie Klimpel stayed
at home in St. Louis with her
family. “All I did all break was
work, do homework, and watch
TV,” says Klimpel. “I had too
much going on to plan a trip, so
I had to stay home. It was not
that great.”
And finally, the unfortunate:
Nikki Giesler, junior, intended
to travel with her sister-in-law,
but her twin infant nephews
became very ill and she stayed
to take care of them. In the
process, Giesler herself got sick
and spent most of the break
recovering. “I love my nephews,
so I was glad I was there to help,
but I was kind of disappointed.
I wanted to relax on my break,
but instead I felt awful the entire
time,” says Giesler.
However you spent your spring
break and whatever category it
may fall in to, remember: do not
lose hope, summer break is not
too far away.

